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INTRODUCTION:

FORCE SENSING RESISTOR INTEGRATION:

• Hand impairment is common in elderly over the age of 65 due to neuromuscular disorders and loss
of skeletal muscle mass[1]. Hand impairment makes activities of daily living, such as opening a jar
difficult to accomplish.

• Electrical resistance is inversely proportional to the applied force

• Existing research focuses on turning torque[2,4] and grasping independently[5].
• Previous robot-assistive devices can provide intensive hand rehabilitation which
promotes neuroplasticity; however, these systems are costly[4,5].
•

A device was developed to measure hand turning torque and grasping force
for evaluation and rehabilitative training of individuals with hand impairment,
such as individuals with Multiple Sclerosis.

• Previously, a device was developed to assess grip force vs load force and
arm movement coordination in static and dynamic manipulation tasks[3].

• Thin and flexible characteristics allows integration of the FSR on the
knob to measure applied grasping force
• Enables analyzing the relationship between grasping force and turning
torque
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Graphical User Interface (GUI):
• Developed in LabVIEW to display experiment parameters
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Figure 4:
SolidWorks model of FSR and Knob.

• Redesigning to provide visual feedback to the user and a grasping force parameter for the operator
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Figure 1: Grip-Load Device

OBJECTIVE:
Further develop the hand grasp device by integrating a force sensor to measure grasping force and
analyze the relationship between grasping force and turning torque to fill in the existing literature gap.
EXISTING DEVICE:
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Hardware/Software
• DC motor with encoder for variable turn resistance and turn
angle measurement
• Torque sensor to acquire turning torque
• Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller for sensor integration and
actuation control and LabVIEW
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• Acrylic structure with three available
knob sizes and five planes from
the horizontal.

Figure 2:
SolidWorks assembly
without Arduino Mega and
motor shield

Figure 6: GUI designed in LabVIEW

TEST MEASUREMENTS:
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Figure 5: System design layout
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Figure 3:
(a) Device at a 45° plane from the horizontal (b) Available knob sizes
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For Both Dominant and Non-Dominant Hands:
• Grasping force against turning torque at various turn
resistance

• Target over- and undershoot of turn
angle at different resistance

• Maximum turning torque at varying knob sizes, wrist
extension, and in pronation and supination.

• Turning torque during target
angle test

FUTURE WORK:
• Test the functionality of the device with healthy subjects
• Pilot study with individuals with hand impairment

• Integration of Grip-Load Device for a
complete hand function assessment
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